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Semi automatic electronic dosing and packaging system for products with fine and coarse volume, 

with preformed bags and containers. 

Different dosage configurations are provided depending on the specific packaging needs. 

Applicazioni: Applications: coffee, spices, powders and flours, bread and snacks, bakery products, bi-

scuits, rice, candies, cereals and legumes, cheese, chocolate, frozen, fruits and vegetables, pasta, grains, 

pet food, technical products.  

DPCV 

Analogic weighing management with vibrations independent control. 

1 vibrating channel with constant vibration speed, 2 vibrating channels (1 rouch, 1 fine), 4 vibrating 

channels (2 rough, 2 fine), for an utmost precise dosing. 

1 weighing head.  

All parts in contact with the product in AISI 304 stainless steel. 

Versions 

Available mounted on floor support with adjustable in height and depth working plane.  

Available with different loading hopper, weighing trays, unloading hopper configurations.  

Available on demand in dimple or in PTFE coated plate.  

Available also in special counting version, specifically designed for bakery products (eg. bread, biscuits, 

croissants).  

Available with color Touch Screen interface. 

Accessories 

hopper, loading conveyor, max product level indicator; flanges for coupling pneumatic product     

loader.  
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DD 300 digit  

Compact, semi automatic table top constant heat sealer with sealing parameters digital control. 

Designed for bags in polypropilenem alluminium, paper coated heatsealable materials. 

Crimped or flat seal, sealing width mm 8 (option) or mm 13 to satisfy most specific requirements.   

Sealing lenght mm 300.  

Semi automatic functioning, operated either by electric      

footswitch, or automatically with dwell time adjustment,      

leaving both hands free for handling the products.                 

Actioning through magnet mm 100 diameter. 

New electronic main board for a quick and utmost accurate 

temperature, time and pause interval setting and digital control. 

Temperature adjustment 0-150°C.  Temperature alarm ± 5°C. 

New interface with control panel equipped with 4 buttons,   

wide and clear alphanumeric LCD display 1 line and 16 characters. 

Coding system upon request, for date and batch indication. 

Advantages and Benefits 

Sealing parameters control - new electronic main board to guarantee an utmost accurate, fast and 

stable temperature, time and pause interval control.    

The fan sucks air our from inside of the sealer, this makes the temperature very stable along the entire 

length of the sealing bars and also allows to expel any residual powder present inside the   sealer. 

Temperature alarm .± 5°C compared to set temperature. 

Reliability - sealing process only allowed when the sealer has completed the heating phase as the 

bars do not close until the set temperature has  been reached. 

Digital display - new alphanumeric LCD wide and clear display, with 1 line and 16 characters. 

Multilanguage intuitive menu. 

Settings - possibility to set both temperature and time, adjustable at the tenth of a second. 

Flexibility - the operator can easily switch from manual to automatic by acting directly on the menu, 

without removing the pedal and preserving electronics.  

Accessories 

Code embossing system for date and batch indication 

Adjustable in height working table 

Independent floor stand 
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